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Our Reputation 

 

 

Mining’s Disruptor 

MineRP is a software company focused on completely novel approaches to digital 

transformation in the mining industry.  We have a reputation as disruptively 

innovative thinkers who punch far above our weight when it comes to audacious 

ways to solve wicked mining problems. 

 

 

The Tesla of Mining? 

Mining is at a crossroads, but with MineRP the art of the possible has been 

transformed - irrevocably.  Our patented solutions bring order of magnitude 

improvements in mine planning and execution because our approach is not only 

better, but completely different.  That’s why we’ve been called the “Tesla of 

mining”. 

Away with slow, awkward mining decisions. Millisecond mining means immediate, 

real-time control of execution, supported by the ability to re-engineer mine plans 

in less time than it takes most mines to organize a meeting.  With up to 400 times 

improvement in the time it takes to create new planning scenarios in the most 

complex mines on earth, the industry is about to be shaken to its core. Don’t believe 

us? Ask our clients. 

We enable the rapid development of mine planning strategies that are fully 

integrated with your ERP for financial and logistic feasibility testing in minutes and 

hours.  With MineRP, mines digitally plan and control detailed execution in 

connected, intelligent mines with local and remote oversight enabled through 

digitization of the environment, equipment and workers.   

 

 

Partnering for Exponential Growth 

We’re the ant that dances with elephants, and we like it!  Our partner ecosystem 

includes global powerhouses like GE, SAP, Deloitte, IBM and others who develop 

sustainable digital transformation strategies for mines of any variety, anywhere.  

We’re even talking about asteroid mining on international stages!  Strategic 

partnering is core to our future, and our partners love telling our story and offering 

previously impossible solutions with us.  

 

 

Innovation at Warp Speed 

We innovate.  It’s what we do!  We’re independent, and love seeing the words we 

create appear on our competition’s presentations. We were the first to develop 

feasible enterprise solutions for spatial mining data amalgamation, parametric mine 

planning, live geology, intelligent workplaces, presponsive systems and the list 

continues to grow… 





We also have a Background 

We’re more interested in the future, but we’ll spend a page on the past in any way. The 

(current) past of mining software is a bit of a mess.  Actually, it’s an obstinate mess that 

won’t go away, because engineers create software problems while solving business 

problems, and most mining software out there were created by engineers, for engineers.  

 

Engineers talk metrics, not money 

Want to create and run a mine?  Ask the 

engineers.  The engineering systems are the 

heart and guts of the mine, without which 

nobody would know what to do, nor when or 

where or what with. 

Broadly speaking, engineering systems are used 

to  

 identify, 

 model and evaluate 

 design and plan 

 operate and control, and 

 rehabilitate (yes, really!) 

mines. 

Like most geologists and mining engineers, the 

systems they use don’t collaborate too well.  They 

approach data differently, and don’t call the same 

things by the same names.  Enter chaos. 

MineRP solved this problem.  Because we’re 

software engineers!  

We created a platform that speaks both geologist 

and engineer (and everything in between!) A 

Platform is a technical term for a combination of 

software elements that work together in a 

structured way to make complex things simple, 

because the complexity is hidden on the inside. 

 

 

 

CEOs talk money, not metrics  

Want to get the money to buy and operate a 

mine?  Ask the business people.  Their systems 

manage the lifeblood of the mine - money.   

CEOs and CFOs invest in ERP solutions that are 

geared to run mines like smart factories – and 

it’s all about the money.    The problem is that 

engineers and geologists dislike accountants and 

their systems even more than they dislike each 

other.  This leaves us with an entirely 

disconnected technical and financial or business 

reality on every operating mine we know. 

The gap between the engineers and the 

accountants mean that the CEO and CFO of a 

typical mine are incapable of running their mine 

as an integrated, modern enterprise.  They 

cannot plan rapidly, nor control continuously, 

nor predict accurately.  And so, they lose money 

and credibility, and investors lose confidence. 

MineRP’s platform addresses this problem too.  

We have patented solutions with the right 

partners to tightly integrate the technical and 

business domains and put CEO’s and CFO’s in 

the driver’s seat with all the power they need.

  

The MineRP Platform brings together all the 

technical data created on a mine in a single 

place, so you can analyse it or view it as a 

picture – just like the engineers do on the plans 

in their boardrooms. 

There’s a lot more to it, but unless you’re and 

engineer you’re probably not interested.  If you 

are, call us, and we’ll be happy to explain! 





Digital Transformation 
for Millisecond Mining 

MineRP enables millisecond mining.  It’s a technical term, and it’s ours. It means that 

mines can plan and re-plan faster than the time traditionally took to organize the agenda.  

It also means they can make sense of everything that happens underground (or in the 

pit) as and when it happens. Why wait for the next shift? 

Who mines at millisecond intervals? Actually, 

everybody does.  Digital twin gurus tell us that 

we need to be Hyper Aware (thanks Cisco).  But 

hyper awareness without the ability to respond 

means nothing.  Then big data is simply big 

noise. 

What we really want to do, is 

mine at the speed of data, and 

if that data comes to us in 

millisecond packages, we must 

be ready to make sense of it. 

Modern mines are presented challenges covering 

areas relating to connectivity and infrastructure, 

integration and collaboration of enterprise 

applications such as mining technical systems, 

manufacturing execution systems, enterprise 

resource planning systems to name but a few. 

The ultimate aim is delivering a data-driven, fully 

connected business able to call on resources just-

in-time, orchestrate tasks automatically, monitor 

execution in real time, and respond to internal 

and external demand signals in the time required 

to make a difference. 

MineRP doesn’t lead the mining transformation 

pack.  We started a different race.   Our platforms 

exist so that our clients and big-ticket partners 

can make the transformative strategies they 

created work.   

We’re the first company that really cracked the 

nut to unify the business (think CFO and SAP, 

SAGE or Oracle) and science (think COO and 

MES, or Sandvik, or general mine planning tools). 

We’re not all about the software though, we also 

understand what it means to create intelligent 

workplaces. At Terrative we started with 

connected mines, and we’re not stopping until 

we’ve digitized the workplace, equipment and 

people working in the mine.  Our strategy is to 

deliver decentralised (or edge) computing to the 

workplace, which means that decisions are made 

in and by the workplace while we can still do 

something about it! 

 





The Art of the Possible  
(The Fast and the Feasible) 

Yesterday, planning took months.  The CEO was the referee between the COO and CFO, 

and at the mercy of their differing opinions.  The board was his enemy. 

Today, CEOs can consider alternative strategic business options, and CFOs and COOs can 

run enterprise simulations that tell them exactly what the technical, financial and logistical 

impact of those options are.  While the CEO waits.  If they have MineRP.  

 

Perfect plans last until the start of the next shift.  

And then things change. When mining plans 

change, so do production and sales forecasts, 

logistics requirements, processing parameters 

and everything else.  The engineers know their 

plans are feasible, but what about the rest? 

Sometimes these disruptions require far-reaching 

strategic alternatives impacting the entire life of 

mine plan, while less significant incidents may 

only impact the deployment of resources for the 

next shift.  Which sound easy to fix until you’re 

working in the pit! 

Whatever the scope of the disruption, or the 

requirement for replanning, mines must be able 

to change their strategic, tactical or operational 

plans or face their investors when they don’t 

make targets.  It’s a competition for their money, 

after all. 

Digital transformation points to a 

mine’s ability to know (systems) and 

manage (people and processes) the 

current and future state and status of 

their entire operation (read digital twin 

– or triplet if you add money), and their 

capability to provide fast and feasible 

alternatives.   

We work with ERP companies like SAP to unify 

technical, financial and logistical planning 

processes. At operational level we partner with 

equipment manufacturers, fleet management 

systems, IoT experts and digital experts like GE 

and IBM to keep a real-time eye on the status of 

execution and its relation to the plan. 





Unified Business Planning  

Mine planning is not business planning. You need the geologist and the engineer and the 

accountant and the supply chain manager and the plant manager to agree.  And it should 

not take weeks or months.  

 

MineRP’s Unified Business Planning solution 

includes native integration between Mine 

Planning and Business Planning (ERP financial 

enumeration of mine plans). 

MineRP and global ERP provider SAP have 

joined forces in a SAP Co-Innovation 

Laboratory program to extend mine designs 

and schedules through detailed financial and 

operational planning in SAP IBP (Integrated 

Business Planning) into SAP BPC (Business 

Planning & Consolidation) - ready for 

production execution and control. 

The bi-directional capabilities of MineRP UBP 

allows mines to rapidly adjust mining 

schedules, or even designs to respond in real-

time to the changing demands of grade, 

quality, volume and the constraints implicated 

by downstream processes including plant or 

logistics capacity, availability of capital, market 

demand signals etc. 

With MineRP Unified Business Planning, mines 

can create comprehensive Business Planning 

alternatives persisted into the SAP financial 

management modules, executable as Work 

Orders with concomitant Bills of Material at 

lightning speeds. 

The “Unified” name does not 

mean that we re-wrote SAP 

and created our own budgeting 

and logistics tools.  We work 

hard to avoid wasting time, 

and we don’t think you should 

buy software you already own.

  





Unified Production Planning  

Miners are good at planning.  So are asset managers, maintenance people, HR managers, 

health and safety people, ventilation engineers and the list goes on.  What they’re all 

truly bad at, is planning together.  Which boils down to a lot of shouting in the mine – 

and the loudest voice normally wins. 

 

 

 

We all know that alignment of schedules is the 

basis for enterprise wide control. Our Platform 

is really good at integrating with other systems, 

so we can help you to integrate the capabilities 

(i.e. resources), activities (i.e. tasks) and 

timelines (i.e. calendars) of everyone that 

schedules in their own systems.   

 

What you get is an amalgamated Master 

Production Schedule containing everything 

that was planned by everyone. Even better – 

everyone can access this central schedule, and 

we have friends with the best schedule 

optimization tools in the world! 

 

Master Production Schedule optimization 

means that everyone benefits – not only the 

supervisor with the loudest voice or the best 

contacts. Our solutions allow world-leading 

advanced analytics and optimization engines to 

tell you what the best way is to get to your 

target (called prescriptive analytics), or they 

can look back and do descriptive analytics to  

help you understand why things went wrong to 

begin with.  That’s the future, but you must 

start by getting the schedules into one place, 

and that’s where we come in. 

 

 

 





Unified Production Management  

Lots of people communicate digitally with diggers and loaders and call themselves 

digitally transformed.  Unifying production means that beyond establishing a technical 

digital twin for the mine, we also want to track the costs, logistics and other metrics that 

pertain to each task. 

  

The best laid plans of mice and men often go 

awry. Especially in mines.  Even when they use 

Unified Production Planning to create beautiful 

plans. 

 

Everyone is talking mechanization and 

automation – which means everyone needs an 

effective way to digitally orchestrate the tasks 

they have planned.  Traditionally, ERP systems 

are brilliant at this, because they have nice 

recipes for each task, and know just how much 

ingredients are required, what these things cost, 

and when they should be available. 

 

During planning and execution, MineRP works 

with partners like SAP to extend production 

orders with all the processes that work so well 

into the daily tasking of equipment, teams and 

other resources.  Here’s how it works:  If the job 

is in the ERP, we can use its logistics and supply 

chain wizardry to ensure everything else is 

available on time, properly maintained, people 

are trained and licensed and so on.   

 

Not only that, but because MineRP is all about 

space, and knows WHERE work happens, and 

WHAT happens, we can even do activity and area 

based costing when the unification is done.  

 

GE, IBM and others who specialize in Digital 

Orchestration Centers with fancy big screens 

enable line-of-business operational control as 

execution is monitored through digitized 

equipment and workplaces, and rules-based 

events triggering and workflow ensure 

appropriate (where possible automated) 

response and escalation.   

  





Unified Mineral Inventory Management 

Understanding and describing the current and future state of a mine’s resources and 

reserves is complex business, and legally regulated. Which means mines have to be able 

to back up what they tell the market.  Which means they do it only once a year, make 

all the promises they need to make, and wait for next year’s reconciliation to tell them 

how far they got it wrong. Enter impairment and other swearwords. 

  

Classification and evaluation of resources and 

reserves (the mine’s biggest asset!), is based on 

highly technical calculations by clever people who 

rely on a multitude of non-integrated, non-

synchronized data-sets for input. It’s hard and 

takes a lot of time! 

 

Other industries use ERP systems to manage 

their inventory, because ERP systems enable best 

practice for production-, logistics- and financial 

asset accounting practices and processes. 

 

We’ve already told you that MineRP integrates all 

the technical data, and knows the current state 

and status of the mine at any time.  Now we’ve 

gone that one step further and patented (yes, it’s 

only ours!) a system that allows mines to have 

on-demand access to their current and future 

resource and reserve positions!   

 

Complicated things like resource to reserve 

conversion forecasts and the continuous re-

classification that happens as budgets, plans, 

actuals, sampling, drilling, inspections and 

evaluation takes place can now be expressed in 

real time as ERP-like materials management 

transactions. Long sentence.  Read it again – it’s 

that good. 

 

This streamlines R&R processes immensely, with 

savings potential for just-in-time production- and 

logistics management coming to mind 

immediately.  At least for us. 

Just so you know – you can get a lot 

of the Mineral Inventory 

Management benefits from MineRP 

even before putting anything in 

SAP – so don’t think years of work 

and buckets of money before you 

get actual value!





Intelligent Mines and Workplaces 

Intelligent mines contain collections of intelligent places of work, where intelligent 

capabilities perform planned activities at the right time, to the right quality.  Welcome to 

the future.  Brought to you by the Internet of Mining Things which some get right, and 

most don’t get at all. 

 

When it comes to harnessing the Internet of 

Things (IoT for those in the know), everybody 

seems to have a great solution. To be fair, many 

companies do, but in our opinion, they stop too 

short because they are satisfied with merely 

digitally equipped mines. 

 

MineRP's Intelligent Place of Work moves beyond 

the technology layer that provides connectivity 

and data collection. We are working to equip 

every workplace with an Intelligent Spatial Edge 

Computer. 

 

What that means is that we see workplaces that 

are intelligent.  Intelligent Workplaces are aware 

of planned work, and continuously monitor 

conditions as well as compliance to plan in real 

time.  They’re also equipped to kick off corrective 

processes when things go wrong, while providing 

Digital Orchestration Centers with immediate 

access to everything that happens underground. 

We think workplaces should be mandated to 

process some events directly without flooding the 

network to get a decision made elsewhere. 

 

 

The combination of MineRP and Terrative 

provides a unique opportunity to deliver industrial 

strength digital Internet of (Mining) Things 

seamlessly integrated with MineRP 4.0.  

 

 





We have great Partners! 

MineRP is a small company.  We pack a mean punch, but we choose our battles well. We 

know mining inside out, and we also know that no single company will be able to provide 

a complete, end-to-end turnkey solution to the modern mining company.  That’s why 

we’re friends with a whole ecosystem of partners.   And it doesn’t hurt that we have the 

biggest and most popular friends on the playground! 

 

It’s important to us to choose partners that are 

industry thought leaders, and have a clear mining 

vision. 

 

We don’t provide our partners with tools and 

leave them to figure out what to do with it. We’re 

growing an international capability to support 

global companies who are active in the mining 

industry through a structured partnering 

methodology.   

Our partner support capabilities include go-to-

market models, solution implementation 

methodologies and digital learning assets to 

enable sales and implementation teams. 

 

From a best practice point of view, we are 

prominent players in global mining standards 

development, and have developed processes that 

enable repeatable, reliable enterprise software 

implementation projects. 





 


